


Introduction: Pioneering the Future of
Gaming with Solidyx
Welcome to Solidyx, a groundbreaking platform redefining the
intersection of gaming, Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), and
blockchain technology. In a rapidly growing market projected to
exceed [USD 820.78 billion by 2028 with a CAGR of 14.84%],
Solidyx stands out as a visionary solution addressing limited
ownership and monetization opportunities for players in
traditional gaming platforms, and lack of Interoperability in
Gaming Assets.

Our Mission: To revolutionize the gaming experience by
seamlessly integrating blockchain technology, providing gamers
worldwide with a dynamic and rewarding platform.

Innovation at Its Core: Utilizing the Solana blockchain and
Unreal Engine, Solidyx o�ers unparalleled features like verifiable
scarcity of in-game items, secure transactions, and DeFi
integration, setting us apart in the thriving gaming industry.

Growth and Profitability: With a scalable business model
and diverse revenue streams, Solidyx is poised for rapid growth.
Our approach targets a broad user base, ensuring long-term
profitability and a significant return on investment for our
backers.

Join Us: We invite you to be part of this exciting journey as
we set new standards in gaming and blockchain, creating a
vibrant, interconnected community at the forefront of digital
innovation.
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The Problem: Limited Ownership,
Monetization, and Integration in Traditional
Gaming

Fragmented Gaming and Blockchain Landscape

In today's digital era, the gaming industry and blockchain
technology have evolved significantly but remain distinctly
segmented. Traditional gaming platforms often fall short in
providing real asset ownership, leaving players with limited
control and no tangible rewards for their time and skill
investments. Conversely, while blockchain o�ers solutions like
asset ownership and value transfer, its integration in gaming has
been superficial and not truly enhancing the gaming experience.
This disjointed landscape leads to a significant gap where players
desire more than entertainment; they seek platforms that
recognize and reward their skills and investments meaningfully.

The Solution: Innovative Integration of
Blockchain and Gaming Technologies
Solidyx addresses these industry challenges with an innovative
platform that e�ortlessly merges gaming with blockchain
technology. We are revolutionizing the gaming experience by
integrating Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and our exclusive $SOLID
token, ensuring true ownership and control over in-game assets
for players.

True Digital Ownership: Leveraging NFTs, Solidyx provides
real ownership of in-game items and characters, enabling players
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to buy, sell, or trade these assets securely and transparently. This
transforms in-game assets into valuable digital commodities.

Tangible Rewards: Our blockchain integration rewards
players with cryptocurrency for their gaming skills and
achievements. This not only enhances the gaming experience but
also o�ers real-world value for players' time and e�ort.

Enhanced Security and Fairness: With blockchain's inherent
security features, Solidyx guarantees a safe gaming environment
with transparent and fair transactions, addressing common
concerns like fraud and manipulation.

Community-Centric Approach: Focused on building a strong
community, Solidyx introduces initiatives like exclusive NFT
airdrops and community governance models, making players
integral stakeholders in the ecosystem.

Cutting-Edge Technology: Solidyx is developing an
innovative Unreal Engine plugin that connects the Solana
blockchain within games. This enables the use of Solanyx NFTs as
in-game characters and the incorporation of the $SOLID token as
in-game currency and rewards. We are exploring ways to create
NFTs with the ability to hold entire game-ready models, including
rigging and textures. This ensures that when users own a Solanyx
NFT, they receive the entire character, ready for use. In this way
Solanyx NFTs as characters will be independent of Solidion
Legends and can be used in any other game made in Unreal
Engine, facilitated by the plugin we are developing.

Solidyx stands at the vanguard of gaming and blockchain,
o�ering a comprehensive solution that meets the demands of
modern gamers and blockchain enthusiasts. By fusing these two
worlds, we're not just creating games; we're shaping a future
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where gaming is more rewarding, secure, and driven by a strong
community.

Market Opportunity for Solidyx

Target Market and Growth Potential
Solidyx taps into the rapidly growing blockchain gaming market,
appealing to both avid gamers and blockchain enthusiasts. This
sector is experiencing significant growth, driven by the rising
popularity of NFTs and the concept of digital economies. By
targeting this niche yet expanding audience, Solidyx is poised to
o�er a unique gaming experience that blends immersive
gameplay with real-world economic benefits of blockchain
technology.

Strategic Positioning in the Market
Solidyx stands out with its innovative blend of gaming and
blockchain. Our approach appeals to a broad audience, ranging
from traditional gamers seeking more engaging and
ownership-driven experiences to blockchain users attracted by the
novel application of NFTs and cryptocurrencies.

The integration of cutting-edge technology like the Unreal Engine
plugin for blockchain and the development of NFT-based in-game
assets distinguishes Solidyx in a competitive market. This
innovative approach is not just about creating games; it's about
setting new standards in the gaming experience.
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Conclusion: Capitalizing on a Growing Market
The evolving landscape of gaming and blockchain technology
presents a substantial opportunity for Solidyx. Our platform's
unique position at the intersection of these dynamic fields
positions us to capture a significant market share and appeal to a
diverse range of users. Solidyx is committed to delivering
innovative gaming experiences that o�er real-world value, setting
us on a path of growth and leadership in the industry.

Product/Service Overview: Diverse
Offerings of Solidyx
Solidyx is introducing an innovative range of products and
services, each designed to enhance the gaming experience while
integrating the latest in blockchain technology. Our o�erings are
tailored to meet the needs of a diverse gaming community,
ensuring both entertainment and economic benefits.

1. Games: A New Era of Gaming with "Solidion Legends"

Solidion Legends: Our flagship NFT-based first-person
shooter game, "Solidion Legends," is at the forefront of our
gaming portfolio. It o�ers players a unique and immersive
experience, blending traditional gaming mechanics with
innovative blockchain integration.

Crypto Rewards: Players are rewarded with cryptocurrency
for their in-game achievements, adding a layer of real-world value
to their gaming accomplishments.

NFT Integration: The game features unique NFTs that
represent in-game characters and assets, o�ering players true
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digital ownership and the ability to trade or rent their assets,
enhancing the overall gaming experience.

2. NFTs: Unique Digital Assets

Our NFTs will be minted on the Solana blockchain, ensuring
security, authenticity, and uniqueness. These NFTs are used as
in-game characters and assets in "Solidion Legends," providing
players with a sense of true ownership and control.

Trade and Rental Options: Players will have the flexibility to
trade or rent their NFTs, opening up new economic opportunities
within the gaming ecosystem.

3. Marketplace: A Hub for Digital Trade

Trading Platform: The Solidyx marketplace serves as a
digital hub where players can buy, sell, or trade Solanyx assets,
including NFTs and in-game items.

Economic Enhancement: This marketplace plays a crucial
role in enhancing the gaming economy, providing a secure and
user-friendly platform for transactions.

4. Casino: Blending Gaming with Gambling

Immersive Online Casino Experience: Solidyx o�ers an
engaging online casino experience, integrating gaming with
gambling in a secure environment.

Exclusive Benefits for NFT Holders: NFT holders will enjoy
exclusive benefits in the casino, adding value to the ownership of
Solanyx NFTs.

$SOLID Token Utilization: The casino utilizes our unique
$SOLID token, allowing for seamless transactions and integration
with the broader Solidyx ecosystem.
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Games: "Solidion Legends" - An FPS Game with NFT
Integration

"Solidion Legends" stands out in the gaming world by
incorporating NFTs into a first-person shooter format. Developed
using Unreal Engine 5.3, the game is characterized by high-quality
graphics and realistic physics simulations. Its primary innovation
lies in the integration of NFTs from the Solanyx Collection as
characters, providing a unique twist in the realm of digital
gaming.

Key Aspects of "Solidion Legends"
NFT Integration: Characters in the game are represented as

NFTs minted on the Solana blockchain, o�ering players secure,
verifiable ownership and a novel level of personalization in a
gaming context.
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Diverse Gameplay: Featuring modes like Team Death Match
and Capture The Flag, the game caters to various playstyles,
supported by dynamic and interactive environments.

Blockchain Technology: The integration of the Solana
blockchain is facilitated by a custom Unreal Engine plugin,
enabling a smooth gaming experience with in-game NFT and
$SOLID token transactions.

Economic Engagement: The $SOLID token is used for
in-game transactions, and players can earn these tokens as
rewards for achievements, adding a layer of economic interaction
to the gaming experience.

Wallet Integration: The game includes a wallet function for
managing SOLID tokens and NFTs, streamlining the user
experience.

"Solidion Legends" aims to enhance the traditional FPS gaming
experience by integrating NFTs, providing players with a unique
blend of gaming excitement and digital asset ownership.

Earn While Playing: A unique aspect of our game is the
ability for players to earn cryptocurrency based on their in-game
performance and achievements.

Asset Ownership and Tradeability: True ownership of
in-game assets like weapons and skins, all represented as NFTs,
allows players to buy, sell, and trade in the Solidyx marketplace.

Dynamic Gameplay and Community-Driven Content:
"Solidion Legends" o�ers a continuously evolving gameplay
experience, enhanced by community involvement in game
development.
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Future Innovations
Solidyx is committed to continuous innovation, planning to
introduce more interactive features, enhanced NFT functionalities,
and expanded game worlds to keep "Solidion Legends'' at the
forefront of the industry.

Casino: A Sustainable Financial Pillar for Future
Development

Overview
Our Casino is an integral component of our broader ecosystem,
designed not just as an online gaming platform but as a key
financial contributor to the Solidyx project. While it features
traditional casino games, the primary focus is on its role in
ensuring the long-term sustainability and growth of our initiatives.

Core Aspects
Diverse Gaming Options: The casino o�ers a range of

popular games like poker, blackjack, and slots. These are designed
to provide a familiar and engaging experience for online gaming
enthusiasts.

Current Crypto Operations: Operating primarily with
cryptocurrencies, Casino caters to the digital currency community,
o�ering a secure and transparent gaming environment.

Planned Fiat Integration: With the acquisition of a Malta
license in process, we aim to incorporate fiat currency options.
This expansion will broaden our user base and enhance financial
flexibility.
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Financial Backbone for Development: The casino is
envisioned as a major financial backbone for Solidyx, with its
revenues playing a crucial role in funding ongoing development
and innovation within our gaming projects.

Security and Transparency: Leveraging blockchain
technology, the casino upholds high standards of security and
transparency, ensuring a trustworthy platform for users.

Community Engagement and Rewards: Casino o�ers an
extensive array of games from industry giants like BetSoft,
Gameart, Evolution, and more. These partnerships have enabled
us to provide players with a rich and diverse selection of games,
ensuring there's something to suit every taste. Our platform o�ers
a lot of features that can provide players with great experiences,
such as a rakeback system, VIP levels, an a�liate program, and
di�erent bonuses and rewards.

Role in Solidyx Ecosystem
Our Casino is more than an entertainment avenue; it's a strategic
venture to ensure the financial health and progressive
development of the Solidyx ecosystem. The revenues generated
from the casino are pivotal in funding the research, development,
and expansion of our innovative gaming projects, including
"Solidion Legends."

Vision and Future Prospects
Our vision for Casino is to establish it as a reliable and enjoyable
online gaming platform, while also leveraging its success to fuel
our broader ambitions in the gaming and blockchain space. As we
grow and evolve, the casino will play a vital role in supporting and
sustaining our innovative endeavors, contributing significantly to
the future landscape of blockchain-integrated gaming.
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Casino is already live and available for you to explore at
solanyx.casino.

NFTs: The Solanyx Collection

Overview
The Solanyx Collection introduces a unique set of 3,698 NFTs on
the Solana blockchain. These NFTs are not merely digital assets;
they are intricate pieces that blend artistic creativity with
practical in-game utility, representing a significant innovation in
the realm of digital collectibles and gaming.

Artistic Uniqueness and Functional Value
Artistic Uniqueness: Each NFT features a distinct Sphynx

cat-inspired design with approximately 1,000 di�erent attributes.
These diverse and creative designs ensure that every NFT is
unique, o�ering a range of artistic styles.

High-Quality Artwork: Crafted by skilled artists, our NFTs
boast high-quality visuals and designs, making them valuable
pieces of digital art.

In-Game Utility: Beyond their aesthetic appeal, these NFTs
serve functional roles in "Solidion Legends." They can be used as
unique in-game characters, providing a personalized gaming
experience.

Exclusive Access and Benefits: NFT holders enjoy special
perks within the Solidyx ecosystem, including early access to
games, exclusive events, and community benefits.
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The Dual-Collection Approach
Zombie Apes NFTs: In addition to the main collection,

Solanyx NFT holders have exclusive access to mint Zombie Apes
NFTs for free, the adversaries in "Solidion Legends." This
dual-collection approach adds depth to the game's narrative and
enhances the value of NFT ownership.

A Symbol of Ownership and Membership
Owning a Solanyx NFT transcends the possession of a digital art
piece. It signifies membership in an exclusive community of
gamers and blockchain enthusiasts, embodying participation in a
revolutionary platform where art, gaming, and blockchain
technology converge.

Marketplace Dynamics: The Hub of Solanyx's NFT
Ecosystem

Introduction to the Solidyx Marketplace
The Solidyx Marketplace stands at the heart of our ecosystem, serving
as a dynamic hub where gaming, commerce, and community intersect.
This platform transcends the traditional concept of a marketplace,
enriching the gaming journey and fostering a robust digital economy.

Key Features and Functions
Diverse Asset Trading: O�ering a wide array of NFTs,

including unique in-game items, characters, and exclusive digital
art, the marketplace caters to gamers, collectors, and digital art
enthusiasts alike.

Seamless Integration with Gaming: The marketplace is
closely integrated with our games, allowing players to directly
trade NFTs earned or purchased in-game. This feature not only
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enables players to monetize their gaming achievements but also
enhances the overall gaming experience.

$SOLID Token Utilization: Transactions within the
marketplace primarily use the $SOLID token, creating a unified
and streamlined currency system that enhances liquidity and
simplifies trading within the Solidyx ecosystem.

Community-Driven Marketplace: We prioritize community
feedback and involvement in shaping the marketplace, with user
insights influencing the types of NFTs available, new features, and
overall dynamics.

Secure and Transparent Transactions: Leveraging
blockchain technology, the marketplace ensures secure and
transparent transactions, which is vital for building and
maintaining user trust.

The Marketplace's Role in the Solidyx Ecosystem

Economic Empowerment: The marketplace provides a
platform for users to gain real-world value from their gaming and
digital art endeavors.

Community Engagement: It acts as a gathering point for
the Solidyx community, promoting interaction, trade, and
collective growth.

Feedback Loop for Development: Insights from user
activity and preferences guide the development of new games
and features within the Solidyx ecosystem.
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$SOLID Token

Introduction to the $SOLID Token
The $SOLID token is a cornerstone of
the Solidyx ecosystem, interlinking
various facets of our platform. As the
native currency, it goes beyond mere
transactions, embodying the
integration and synergy of gaming,
NFT trading, and the Casino
experiences.

Broad Utilities and Benefits
In-Game and Marketplace Transactions: The $SOLID token
simplifies transactions across our gaming and NFT platforms,
enabling seamless and e�cient purchases, trades, and sales.

Staking Rewards: Token holders can stake their $SOLID
tokens to earn passive income, introducing an investment aspect
to their gaming involvement.

Exclusive Access: Owning $SOLID tokens grants special
privileges like early access to games, participation in exclusive
events, and access to unique features, fostering a sense of
community and exclusivity.

Earn Through Gaming: Players have the opportunity to earn
$SOLID tokens through gaming achievements, further weaving
the token into the core gaming experience.
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Special Casino Integration
Enhanced Casino Benefits: In the Casino, $SOLID token

users enjoy unique advantages, including higher deposit bonuses,
making their casino experience more rewarding.

Casino-Specific Perks: Beyond deposit bonuses, using
$SOLID tokens can unlock exclusive promotions, special gaming
events, and tailored rewards within the casino environment.

Conclusion: A Token of Multifaceted Value
Whether it's in gaming, NFT trading, or the casino, the token adds
value and enriches user interactions. Its integration, especially in
the Casino with unique benefits like higher deposit bonuses,
demonstrates our commitment to creating a versatile,
user-centric, and rewarding ecosystem.

$SOLID Tokenomics

50% Staking and In-Game Rewards
20% Partnerships, Centralized Exchange Listings, and Future

Development
20% Private Sale, Airdrop, Giveaways, and Marketing
10% Liquidity Pool

Business Model of Solidyx: Driving Revenue
and Sustaining Growth

Introduction

Solidyx's business model is crafted to ensure a sustainable and
scalable economic system within the gaming and blockchain
industry. By harmonizing innovative technology with captivating
user experiences, we've established diverse revenue streams that
underpin our growth and assure long-term stability.
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Revenue Streams
In-Game Purchases: A primary revenue driver comes from

in-game transactions. Players can purchase battle passes, weapon
packs, and upgrades, enhancing their gaming experience while
contributing to our revenue.

Casino Operations: As a key financial pillar, the casino
generates revenue through various gaming activities.

Token Sales: With a 1 billion total supply, SOLID tokens are
allocated across various ecosystem needs, such as staking,
in-game rewards, and development, supporting operations and
community engagement.

Transaction Fees: Maintaining low fees enhances the player
experience. Marketplace transactions incur a 1% fee, NFT rents a
0.5% fee, while in-game purchases are free of charge, aside from
minimal Solana gas fees.

Partnerships and Collaborations: Future partnerships with
gaming companies, NFT creators, and blockchain projects are
expected to open additional revenue channels.

Royalties from NFT Sales: We earn a 5% royalty on
secondary market sales of our NFTs. This creates a continuous
revenue stream as our NFTs are traded within the community.

Economic Model
Sustainable Growth: Our focus is on sustainable growth,

balancing immediate revenue generation with long-term value for
users and stakeholders.
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Community-Centric Approach: A portion of our revenue is
reinvested into community-building initiatives, fostering user
engagement and loyalty.

Diversified Portfolio: We mitigate risks and capitalize on
opportunities by diversifying our revenue streams across various
sectors within gaming and blockchain.

Scalability and Adaptability: The business model is
designed to be scalable and adaptable, ensuring competitiveness
and innovation in response to technology and market changes.

Conclusion: A Robust and
Dynamic Business Model
The Solidyx business model stands on
a foundation of innovation, user
engagement, and market
adaptability. By diversifying our
revenue sources and focusing on
sustainable growth, we are
strategically positioned to navigate
the evolving landscape of gaming
and blockchain technology,

delivering consistent value to our users and stakeholders.

Technology: Vision and Expertise Behind
Solidyx

Technological Foundations and Current Expertise
Solidyx is built upon a solid foundation of artistic and technical
skills, with significant experience in ZBrush, Blender, Unreal
Engine, Substance Painter, Adobe Photoshop, web design, and
coding. This diverse skill set underpins the innovative approach of
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Solidyx, blending high-quality game design with advanced
blockchain integration.

Key Technological Aspects
Unreal Engine Mastery: Our use of Unreal Engine is central

to creating visually stunning and interactive gaming experiences.
However, to fully leverage its capabilities for blockchain
integration, we require additional expertise in Unreal Engine,
specifically in C++ development.

Blockchain Development Needs: The integration of NFTs
into our gaming platform is a cornerstone of Solidyx. To achieve
this seamlessly, we have an urgent need for developers skilled in
Rust, a key language for blockchain programming.

Current Development Status: We have developed a
multiplayer shooter demo, demonstrating our capability in
creating engaging gaming experiences. This serves as a proof of
concept for our larger vision.

Expansion and Enhancement: To integrate NFTs e�ectively
and enhance game features, we urgently require more expertise
in areas like Unreal Engine C++ and Rust for blockchain
development.

Marketing and Community Engagement: Alongside
technical development, building a strong community and e�ective
marketing strategy is crucial for the success of Solidyx.

Vision for True Digital Asset Ownership: Our long-term
objective is to establish a gaming system where players have true
ownership of their digital assets, creating a significant impact in
the blockchain entertainment community.
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Urgent Need for Expertise
Rust and Unreal Engine C++ Developers: To move forward,

we are actively seeking experts in Rust and Unreal Engine C++
development. These roles are critical in realizing our ambitious
vision for Solidyx, ensuring the seamless integration of blockchain
technology within our gaming environment and the broader
ecosystem.

Conclusion: Bridging Art and Technology
At Solidyx, we stand at a unique crossroads of art and technology.
To bring our innovative gaming and blockchain platform to its full
potential, we are looking to expand our team with skilled
professionals who share our vision and passion. The addition of
experts in Rust and Unreal Engine C++ will be a pivotal step in our
journey towards redefining the gaming experience.

Market Strategy for Solidyx: Building
Presence and Engaging Users

Overview
At Solidyx, our market strategy is centered around community
building, strategic partnerships, and innovative content
marketing. These strategies are aimed at engaging both gamers
and blockchain enthusiasts, creating a strong user base for our
platform.
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Key Strategies
Community Building: We plan to actively engage with

gamers and blockchain enthusiasts through various channels like
social media, online forums, and gaming communities. This
engagement is crucial for understanding user needs and building
a loyal following.

Partnerships with Influencers and Streamers:
Collaborations with gaming influencers and streamers will be key.
These partnerships will involve promotions and live game demos,
leveraging their reach to attract a wider audience.

Content Marketing: Our approach includes regular updates,
behind-the-scenes content, and educational articles about
blockchain gaming. This will not only inform but also intrigue our
target audience, keeping them engaged and informed.

Referral Programs: We aim to implement referral programs
to incentivize our existing user base to bring in new players,
creating a viral growth e�ect.

Early Access and Beta Testing: O�ering early access or
beta versions of our games will help generate buzz and gather
valuable feedback. This strategy will also help in fine-tuning our
o�erings.

Events and Tournaments: Hosting online events, gaming
tournaments, and poker nights, complete with rewards, will attract
a competitive and engaged audience, further solidifying our
community.
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Addressing Marketing Team Needs
Currently, we recognize the gap in our marketing capabilities and
are in the process of addressing this. The plan includes hiring a
dedicated marketing company that specializes in gaming and
blockchain, ensuring a professional and targeted approach to our
market strategy.

Conclusion: A Comprehensive Approach to Market
Engagement
Our market strategy for
Solidyxis multi-faceted,
combining community
engagement, strategic
partnerships, and
content-driven
marketing. By
addressing our current
marketing team needs
and implementing
these strategies, we aim to establish Solidyx as a prominent
player in the blockchain gaming industry, fostering a vibrant and
active user community.

Financial Projections for Solidyx

Assumptions
Development Costs: Estimated at $500,000 for the first year.
Marketing Costs: Approximately $300,000 for the first year.
Operating Costs: Ongoing expenses estimated at $200,000

per year.
NFT Sales: Average price per NFT set at $100, targeting to

sell all 3,698 NFTs in the first year.
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Casino Revenue: Estimated at $100,000 per month after
initial marketing.

Token Sales: Targeting to raise $500,000 from the initial
o�ering.

Year 1 Projections

Total Revenue

From NFT sales: 3,698 NFTs x $100 = $369,800
From Casino Operations: $100,000/month x 12 months =

$1,200,000
From Token Sales: $500,000
Total Revenue: $2,069,800

Total Costs

Development: $500,000
Marketing: $300,000
Operating: $200,000
Total Costs: $1,000,000
Net Profit/Loss: Total Revenue - Total Costs = $2,069,800 -

$1,000,000 = $1,069,800 (Profit)

Break-Even Analysis
The project is expected to reach break-even within the first year,
as the total revenues are projected to exceed the initial and
ongoing costs.

Long-Term Projections
Revenue Growth: Anticipated increase in NFT sales and

casino revenues.
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Cost Management: Focus on scaling development and
marketing e�orts in line with revenue growth.

Sustainability and Reinvestment: Profits will be reinvested
to foster platform enhancement and community growth.

Risks and Mitigations
Market Fluctuations: The volatility of the blockchain and

gaming markets will be mitigated through diversified revenue
streams.

Development Delays: Ensuring a skilled and adaptable team
to manage potential technical setbacks.

User Acquisition Challenges: Implementing a strong
marketing strategy to stand out in a competitive market.

Conclusion: Robust Financial Potential
Solidyx demonstrates strong financial potential with substantial
profitability projected in its first year. The balance of revenue from
NFT sales, casino operations, and token sales provides a solid
foundation. Ongoing adjustments and strategic financial planning
will be key to ensuring long-term success and growth.

Funding Request for Solidyx

Overview
Solidyx is at a pivotal point in its journey to redefine the gaming
experience through innovative blockchain integration. To achieve
our ambitious goals and sustain our growth trajectory, we are
seeking strategic financial partnerships.
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Funding Needed
Total Funding Request: We are seeking an investment of

$1.000,000. This funding is crucial for accelerating our
development, enhancing our market presence, and ensuring the
scalability of our innovative gaming platform.

Allocation of Funds

Development Team Expansion ($500,000): A significant
portion of the investment will be allocated to expanding our
development team. This includes hiring experienced Unreal
Engine, C++, and Rust developers to enhance our gaming platform
and integrate blockchain technology more deeply.

Marketing and User Acquisition ($300,000): A substantial
budget will be dedicated to marketing initiatives. This includes
collaborations with a specialized marketing firm, influencer
partnerships, content marketing, and community-building e�orts
to increase user engagement and platform visibility.

Operational and Miscellaneous Expenses ($200,000): This
will cover ongoing operational costs, unforeseen expenses, and
provide a bu�er to ensure smooth day-to-day operations.

O�er to Investors

Token O�ering: We are o�ering investors 10% of the total
$SOLID token supply. This o�er aligns with the standard practices
in the crypto industry, providing investors with a stake in the
token's future value and utility within the Solidyx ecosystem.

ROI and Future Prospects: Investors can anticipate a
significant return, fueled by diverse revenue streams from NFT
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sales, casino operations, and token utilization. We aim to position
Solidyx for strategic partnerships or an acquisition, o�ering
investors a lucrative exit strategy.

Transparency and Engagement: Investors will receive
comprehensive, regular updates on development progress,
financial status, and strategic decisions. We encourage active
involvement and value the insights that our financial partners can
bring to our project.

Conclusion
Investing in Solidyx means becoming part of a pioneering venture
in blockchain gaming. The additional funding will not only help us
achieve our immediate development goals but also lay the
groundwork for Solidyx to emerge as a leader in the gaming and
blockchain space.

Solidyx Roadmap

Vision for 2023: Setting Foundations and Launching
Key Features

Casino Release: One of the standout milestones in our
project's journey has been the successful launch and full
functionality of our very own casino. Our casino is a crucial
component of our long-term business strategy. It plays a pivotal
role in funding our game development e�orts and future
advancements within the Solidyx project. We recognize the
importance of sustainable funding to drive innovation and
growth, and our casino serves as a reliable source of revenue for
these e�orts.
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Ambitious Goals for 2024: Expansion and Innovation

NFTs Mint Event: The release of the Solanyx NFT collection,
featuring unique designs and enhanced utility within our gaming
and casino platforms.

$SOLID Token Launch: Enhancing the functionalities and
benefits of the $SOLID token, solidifying its role in our ecosystem
and increasing its utility for our community.

Solidion Legends S1 Launch: Debut of 'Solidion Legends',
our NFT-based FPS game. This launch is expected to revolutionize
the FPS genre with blockchain integration.

Staking and Marketplace Version 1.0: Introduction of
staking options and the launch of our NFT marketplace, creating
opportunities for passive income and enriching the trading
experience.

Enhancements to Casino: Continuous upgrades to the
Casino, including new games, features, and integration of the
$SOLID token to incentivize players.

Community Building Initiatives: Focused e�orts on
strengthening our community through exclusive NFT airdrops,
events, and collaborative projects.

Strategic Partnerships and Collaborations: Aiming to forge
new alliances with leading entities in the gaming and blockchain
space to enhance our o�erings and reach.

Conclusion: A Future of Growth and Innovation
2024 is poised to be a year of significant growth and
breakthroughs for Solidyx. Each milestone in our roadmap is a
critical step towards fulfilling our vision of creating a
comprehensive, engaging, and innovative platform in the gaming
and blockchain industry. Our commitment to these goals is
unwavering, and we are thrilled to embark on this journey with our
community, marking a path of continued innovation and success.
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Team

Core Team Members
Kristina Nakic, Co-Founder & Technical Lead: As a

co-founder with extensive expertise in ZBrush, Autodesk Maya,
Unreal Engine, Substance Painter, Kristina is the creative and
technical force behind Solidyx. Her vision is central to Solidyx's
mission of revolutionizing gaming through blockchain technology.

Dalibor Stamenkovic, Co-Founder & Gambling and Crypto
Expert: Bringing a wealth of experience in gambling and crypto
trading,Dalibor provides invaluable insights into the dynamics of
the online casino market and blockchain trends. This expertise is
instrumental in guiding the strategic development of the Casino
and aligning our initiatives with the latest developments in the
crypto industry.

Supporting Team and Strategic Partnerships
Discord Team Specialists: Our Discord specialists are crucial

to our operations, managing our online community and ensuring
platform security. Their dedication to maintaining a vibrant and
secure environment is pivotal to engaging our user base and
safeguarding their experience.

Collaboration with EvenBet Gaming: Our partnership with
EvenBet Gaming, a premier iGaming software provider, elevates
the Casino experience. With over 19 years of experience and a
global reach across 38 countries, EvenBet specializes in bespoke
gaming solutions, including online poker and casino platforms        .
This collaboration reflects our commitment to delivering an
unparalleled online gaming experience.
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Conclusion: A Compact Team with a Vision for Growth
At Solidyx, our small yet dynamic team is the heart of our project.
Each member brings unique strengths and dedicated passion,
driving us forward in the competitive landscape of gaming and
blockchain. However, our vision extends beyond our current
capabilities. We are actively seeking to grow our team,
recognizing that additional expertise and fresh perspectives are
crucial for achieving our ambitious goals. This expansion is not
just about increasing numbers; it's about enriching our team with
the skills and creativity needed to bring Solidyx to its full
potential. As we seek funding and strategic partnerships, we are
excited about welcoming new talents who will join us in this
journey of innovation and success in the blockchain gaming world.

Closing: Embracing the Future with Solidyx

A Summary of Our Journey and Vision
As we reach the conclusion of our presentation, we'd like to revisit
the core elements that make Solidyx a unique and promising
venture in the gaming and blockchain industry:

Innovative Integration: At Solidyx , we are pioneering the
integration of gaming with blockchain technology, o�ering
players true digital asset ownership through NFTs and a unique
$SOLID token economy.

Dynamic O�erings: Our platform includes the engaging
Casino, the innovative NFT marketplace, and the groundbreaking
FPS game 'Solidion Legends', each contributing to a diverse and
sustainable revenue model.

Strategic Growth: With a clear roadmap for 2023 and 2024,
we have outlined significant milestones that will propel us
forward, including the launch of our casino, NFT minting events,
and the much-anticipated release of our first gaming season.

Dedicated Team: Our compact team, enhanced by strategic
partnerships like that with EvenBet Gaming, is the driving force
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behind Solidyx, combining expertise in gaming, blockchain, and
digital art.

We stand at the threshold of transformative growth, and we invite
you to be part of this exciting journey. By investing in Solidyx, you
are not just funding a project; you are fueling a vision that blends
the thrill of gaming with the power of blockchain technology.

We are seeking an investment of $1,000,000 to expand our team,
escalate our marketing e�orts, and further develop our platform.
In return, we o�er 10% of our $SOLID token supply, a stake in a
venture poised for significant growth and innovation.

Join Us in Shaping the Future
This is an opportunity to invest in a project that is set to redefine
the gaming experience and make a substantial impact in the
blockchain industry. Your support will be instrumental in realizing
the full potential of Solidyx, bringing our platforms to gamers and
blockchain enthusiasts worldwide.
Together, let's unlock the future of gaming and blockchain with
Solidyx.

Contact Information: Reach Out to the
Solidyx Team

The Solidyx team is dedicated to maintaining open lines of
communication with our community, partners, investors, and all
interested parties. We welcome your queries, ideas, and feedback
and are always open to discussions that can drive growth and
innovation.
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Email Communication:

General Inquiries: dev@solidyx.com
Partnerships and Investment: partnerships@solidyx.com
Investor Relations: investor@solidyx.com

Social Media Connection:
Twitter: @solidyx

Community Engagement Platforms:
Discord: https://solidyx.com/discord
Telegram: https://t.me/solanyxo�cial

Website:
O�cial website: https://solidyx.com
Casino: https://solanyx.casino
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